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Abstract

According to previous research, changing the default contribution rate for a 401(k)
pension plan has a powerful effect on the distribution of contributions among relatively
new employees. We study the welfare effects of such changes and identify the default
rates that maximizes total surplus. Because one can rationalize certain types of default
effects in conventional models with switching costs, we begin with that setting. We
identify conditions under which the optimal default is zero (equivalently, no automatic
enrollment), and demonstrate that the optimum often diverges from the rate that
minimizes the frequency with which employees opt out of the default (contrary to some
previous assertions). The method is implemented empirically for three real firms. We
then identify a collection of non-standard behavioral considerations that arguably have
implications for the choice of a default: (1) the default rate may serve as a psychological
anchor, influencing the choices even of those who depart from the default; (2) adherence
to the default may reflect inattentiveness; and (3) adherence to the default may reflect
procrastination (arising from time-inconsistency). In each case, we study the welfare
effects of default rates and derive optimal defaults by applying the framework for
behavioral welfare analysis developed by Bernheim and Rangel [2009]. We also analyze
the quantitative implications of each behavioral consideration for the same three firms.
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1 Introduction

According to previous research (starting with Madrian and Shea, 2001), changing the default

contribution rate for a 401(k) pension plan has a powerful effect on the distribution of

contributions among relatively new employees.1 Indeed, the magnitude of that effect dwarfs

those of more conventional policy instruments such as taxes on capital income, which have to

date received far more attention. When one focuses on normative analyses, that imbalance is

even more striking. Yet if default options powerfully influence choices, surely their normative

implications are of paramount concern. It is essential to assertain not only the welfare impact

of varying default parameters, but also the implications of default effects for other normative

questions concerning policy toward personal saving.

The literature on default effects provides two apparently conflicting policy recommen-

dations. Invoking a principle of cost-minimization, Thaler and Sunstein (2003) argue in-

tuitively that default options should be set to minimize the frequency with which people

opt-out of the default (presumably at some cost). Yet Carroll et. al. (2009) point out that

if people are sufficiently time inconsistent, it may be optimal to force active decision making

by setting an extreme and hence highly undesirable default.

These contrasting policy recommendations underscore the fact that the normative impli-

cations of default effects hinge on the explanation for their existence. Potential explanations

include the following: (1) the effort and inconvenience associated with opting out of a de-

fault entails significant costs, possibly of a psychological nature; (2) the default rate may

serve as a psychological anchor, influencing choices because of its salience or imprimatur;

(3) adherence to the default may reflect procrastination (arising from time-inconsistency);

(4) adherence to the default may reflect inattentiveness. Each of these possibilities merits

examination.

The purpose of this paper is examine the welfare implications of defaults under each of
1See also Choi et. al (2002, 2003, 2003, 2006), Beshears et. al. (2008), and Carroll et. al. (2009).

Bronchetti et. al. (2011) describe a related context in which no default effect is observed.
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the theories listed above. Because three of those four theories involve non-standard behav-

ioral hypotheses, we adopt and implement the framework for behavioral welfare economics

proposed by Bernheim and Rangel (2009). Our object is not primarily to determine which

theory has more merit, or to assess their relative contributions to observed patterns. While

we clarify the types of data that would be needed to accomplish that alternative objective,

such data have not yet been gathered, at least to an extent that would permit confident

inferences. Thus, our analysis of each theory’s normative implications should be regarded

as conditional on the theory’s validity, which in no case has been adequately established.

That said, based on our analysis of the available data as well as other indirect inferences

(which we discuss below), we tend to favor the second explanation (anchoring).

Our objective has both a theoretical and empirical component: we seek not only to

develop useful conceptual insights, but also to bring the theory to data so that we can

make concrete quantitative statements concerning the welfare effects of default options. As

discussed below, the Bernheim-Rangel welfare framework is eminently suited to empirical

applications. Using data on distributions of 401(k) contribution rates for three companies

that changed their default options, we calibrate models of choice that encompass the four

effects discussed above. We then use the calibrated models to infer the welfare implications

of default effects based on each theory.

While our conclusions are model-specific, several general practical lessons emerge. As a

general matter, our analysis does not support either of the recommendations described earlier

in this section — minimizing opt-out frequencies or maximizing active decision making. If

one is looking for a rough rule of thumb, the best alternative would appear to be setting

the default equal to either zero, or the maximum matchable contribution rate (assuming

the company provides a match). A default rate of zero turns out to have a number of

potential justifications. Naturally, the welfare losses associated with setting an inefficient

default vary according to the model, but notably may be very small in plausible settings

even though default effects are very large. Our most surprising quantitative conclusion is
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that the degree to which time inconsistency or inattention accounts for default effects in

not terribly consequential, either for the optimal default rate or for the magnitude of the

economic benefits workers derive from participation in these 401(k) plans.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the Bernheim-

Rangel framework for conducting behavioral welfare analysis. Section 3 develops conceptual

insights for each theory of default effects and establishes an appropriate structure for our

empirical analysis. Section 4 describes our empirical calibration of the models, and section

5 uses those models to investigate welfare implications quantitively. Section 6 provides some

concluding remarks.

2 Welfare framework

As noted in Section 1, many potential explanations of default effects involve systematic

behavioral departures from the standard model of economic choice. We perform normative

analysis in the context of those theories by applying the framework for behavioral welfare

analysis proposed by Bernheim and Rangel (2009). In this section, we briefly review the

mechanics of that framework and offer a new result that facilitates its application to the

problem at hand.

The Bernheim-Rangel framework generalizes the standard normative paradigm under

the interpretation that welfare is defined directly in terms of choice, rather than underlying

objectives, which may be unrecoverable in behavioral contexts (see Bernheim (2009)). Its

use involves three steps. The first is to specify the set of “welfare-relevant” choices, while

the second and third entail, respectively, the construction of the welfare criterion and its

application to the problem at hand. We will elaborate on each step in turn.

Following Bernheim and Rangel (2009), henceforth BR, let X denote the set of all possible

objects of choice. A generalized choice situation (abbreviated GCS), G = (X, f), consists of

a constraint set X ⊆ X and a psychological frame f .2 A psychological frame is a condition
2Bernheim and Rangel (2009) used the term “ancillary condition” rather than psychological frame.
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under which a decision is made, rather than a condition of experience, that affects choice.

Possible examples include (but are not limited to) the point time at which a choice is made

(if the individual is time inconsistent) or the way information is presented.3

A given behavioral theory generates a choice correspondence C on some domain of GCSs,

G∗, with the property that C(X, f) ⊆ X. The framework accomodates all choice correspon-
dences such that C(G) is non-empty for G ∈ G∗; in other words, the correspondence must
prescribe at least one choice in every situation, but otherwise it can be very poorly behaved.

For example, it may systematically manifest choice revervals.

The first step is to establish a welfare-relevant domain, G ⊆ G∗. In some contexts, we

may accept all GCSs as welfare relevant, in which case G = G∗. In other cases, we may

conclude (through a process discussed below) that some choice situations are not welfare

relevant, in which case we exclude them from consideration, leading G to be strictly smaller
than G∗.
While a practitioner of the method might in principle choose to exclude a choice situation

from the welfare-relevant domain for virtually any reason, BR argue that the set of potentially

valid reasons is limited. Philosophically, this framework (like the standard framework) is

predicated on the libertarian principle of respect for choice. This principle does not allow one

to overrule or ignore a choice merely because the chosen option seems odd or one disagrees

with the chooser about its merits. Instead, BR argue for excluding choices on the grounds

of characterization failure. A characterization failure occurs when an individual makes a

choice based on an incorrect characterization his opportunity set.

Consider a simple illustration. An individual is presented with a choice between options

x and y. He incorrectly construes y as a third option z, and chooses x over y thinking that

y is z, even though he would choose y over x if he correctly recognized y as y. In that case,

BR would say that the choice of x over y is not a suitable guide for a policy maker who must

choose between x and y on behalf of the individual. Rather, the policy maker should either
3The notion of a psychological frame or ancillary condition involves a number of subtleties, which are

discussed in Bernheim and Rangel (2009).
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construe the choice of x over y as a choice of x over z, or (if it is difficult to pinpoint the

identity of z) simply disregard that particular choice.

In practice, detecting characterization failure is a tall order. There are two components.

First, there must be evidence of a choice reversal. For instance, in the preceding example,

there must be some way of describing the choice set {x, y} (a frame f) that leads the
individual to choose y over x. Second, there must be convincing evidence that the individual

mischaracterizes the opportunity set when choosing x over y, but not when choosing y over

x. In that case, there are clear grounds for respecting the choice of x over y and ignoring the

choice of y over x. Evidence of mischaraterization may be difficult to assemble, however.

For example, an individual who changes his behavior after being alerted to a potential error

may simply be responding to social influences. Matters are more promising if it can be

shown that, in some particular type of frame, the individual generally misunderstands or

fails to process information that is essential for identifying the opportunity set.

The second step in implementing the framework is to construct the welfare criterion. If

the choice correspondence satisfies WARP on the welfare-relevant domain, it can be repre-

sented by a standard preference relation, and one can proceed as in the standard normative

paradigm. However, if C violates WARP on G, one must proceed differently.
BR identify five properties that a choice-based welfare criterion should possess. First,

because welfare analysis is not only about identifying optima but also about comparing alter-

natives, the criterion should be expressed as a binary relation that identifies improvements.

Second, because we seek a choice-based criterion, the relation should depend only on the

choice correspondence, defined on the welfare-relevant domain G. Third, the relation should
be coherent (a minimal requirement for coherence being acyclicity). Fourth, it should re-

spect unambiguous choice. In other words, if x is chosen over y in some GCS and y is

never chosen over x, then x must be viewed as an improvement over y. Finally, the relation

should never overrule a valid choice (that is, one within the welfare-relevant domain). In

other words, if x is chosen from X in some GCS within the welfare-relevant domain, then
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the relation must treat x as unimprovable within X. To do otherwise would be to declare

the choice of x from X a mistake, despite the fact that choices within the welfare-relevant

domain are presumed to have been made with an accurate understanding of the alternatives.

Overruling such choices would be contrary to the libertarian principles that the framework

seeks to operationalize.

BR define the unambiguous choice relation, P ∗, as follows: xP ∗y iff y is chosen in no

GCS where x is available. P ∗ generalizes the standard (strict) revealed preference relation

P , in the sense that the two coincide when the choice correspondence satisfies WARP on the

welfare-relevant domain. P ∗ satisfies the five requirements listed in the previous paragraph,

and it is in fact the only welfare criterion that does so. Welfare analysis invoving P ∗

exploits the coherent aspects of choice that are present in virtually all behavioral models,

while expressing the incoherent aspects of choice as ambiguity (in particular, P ∗ need not

be complete).

BR’s proposed criterion has a number of other attractive properties. First, given the

breadth of the framework, it is universally applicable. Second, its continuity properties imply

that, if one conducts welfare analysis based on a choice correspondence that is approximately

correct, the normative conclusions that emerge will also be approximately correct. Thus, to

justify the use of any given model of choice in normative analysis, one need only argue that the

implied choice correspondence is approximately correct. In particular, the reasonableness of

the model as a depiction of decision processes is immaterial. Third, the framework provides

generalizations of the standard tools of applied welfare economics, including equivalent and

compensating variation, consumer surplus, and Pareto optimality. Finally, it is readily

applied to specific economic theories and easily adapted to empirical analysis. We will

elaborate briefly on the last two points.

A generalized notion of equivalent or compensating variation must accomodate any am-

biguity in the welfare criterion. Accordingly, for a change from policy p to policy q, BR

define EVA as the smallest (in the sense of infinum) increment to income with p that such
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that the bundle obtained with p is unambiguously chosen over (P ∗) the bundle obtained with

q. Similarly, EVB is the largest (in the sense of supremum) increment to income with p that

such that the bundle obtained with q is unambiguously chosen over (P ∗) the bundle obtained

with p. It is always the case that EVA ≥ EVB, and the two coincide with the standard
measure of equivalent variation when C satisfies WARP on G. Compensating variation is

generalized in a similar way.

To generalize the notion of Pareto optimality, BR borrow an approach from the literature

on incomplete preferences. In particular, x is said to be a (weak) generalized Pareto optimum

in X if there is no y in X such that yP ∗i x for all individuals i. As is well-known, in the

standard framework one can find Pareto optima by maximizing the weighted sum of utilities.

Because equivalent variation is a monotonic transformation of utility, one can also maximize

the weighted sum of EVs. We now provide a new and useful result that establishes a direct

counterpart of this property in the BR framework:

Theorem: Suppose P ∗ is transitive. Consider any non-negative weights λAi and λBi for

all individuals i such that
P

i (λAi + λBi) = 1. Any alternative that maximizes an

expression of the form
P

i (λAiEVAi + λBiEVBi) within a set X is a generalized Pareto

optimum within X.

The relation P ∗ is in fact transitive for many behavioral models, included those considered

here. For such settings, the Theorem guarantees in particular that the options that maximize

aggreate EVA and EVB are generalized Pareto optima.

The task of applying P ∗ to particular behavioral models is often simplified by virtue of

the following property. Suppose that G is the Cartesian product of a set of opportunity
sets and a set of psychological frames, and the restriction of C to any frame satsifies WARP.

Then P ∗ is equivalent to the multiself Pareto criterion, treating each frame as a different

self.

Notably, that result does not apply to the familiar quasi-hyperbolic (or βδ) model of

time-inconsistency, because one cannot write G∗ as the requisite Cartesian product (deci-
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sions made at any given point in time cannot affect past consumption). BR nevertheless

derive an analytic representation of P ∗ (assuming sophisticated behavior) with no restriction

on the welfare-relevant domain. They also consider the possibility of restricting the domain

to choices that are completely resolved at single points in time (i.e., those with full com-

mitment). As it turns out, that restriction provides a justification for the commonly used

“long-run” criterion (δ discounting, ignoring β). It also clarifies the relationship between

the long-run criterion and the multi-self Pareto criterion (as the latter is commonly applied

in the context of the βδ model), and reconciles those two apparently disparate perspectives.

Finally, the BR framework is easily adapted to empirical applications because all welfare

statements are derived directly from the choice correspondence. Thus, any empirical rep-

resentation of a choice correspondence enables its practical application. Our current study

illustrates that principle.

3 Theoretical preliminaries

The purpose of this section is to provide a formal framework for describing and analyzing

the positive and normative effects of default options. While we seek to provide some broad

conceptual insights, much of the material in this section is simply intended to set the stage

for the quantitative analysis that follows. To avoid cluttering our discussion with technical

details, we express some of the conceptual insights informally (in a number of cases as

“Observations” rather than Theorems), leaving formal statements and proofs to a separate

companion document.

3.1 Default effects due to opt-out costs

We begin our analysis with the theory that the widespread tendency to stick with a default

reflects the costs associated with the effort and inconvenience of opting out. Because this

theory does not require any non-standard behavioral assumptions, the perspective on welfare

adopted in this section is entirely conventional.
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3.1.1 A simple model

We consider an individual who has recently become eligible to participate in his employer’s

401(k) plan. His contributions to the plan will be governed by his contribution rate. We will

use x to denote the total contribution rate, defined as the sum of employee and any employer

contributions divided by earnings, and r to denote the employee contribution rate, defined as

employee contributions alone divided by earnings. The plan has a default (usually expressed

in terms of the employee contribution rate), for which the rate of total contributions is d.

Naturally, the employee’s contribution rate also determines the fraction of current income

not contributed to the 401(k), z.

We focus on the newly eligible employee’s decision in what we will call “period 0,” when

he must initially choose between (a) accepting the default, at least for the time being, and

(b) opting out of the default, and selecting some other total contribution rate, x ∈ X, where
X is the set of feasible alternatives. Opting out entails immediate real costs in terms of

inconvenience and effort; let e denote the associated effort level. Aside from this initial

expenditure of effort, all consumption takes place after period 0.

The employee does not care directly about x or z. Rather, as of period 0, he is concerned

only about his current effort, e, and his (possibly state-contingent) consumption trajectory,

c. The elements of c include not only the levels of goods an services, but also effort expended

to change contribution rates in future periods, and they are implicitly indexed by period and

state of nature. The period 0 choice of x and z matters only because it determines his

subsequent opportunity set for c. In particular, the current contribution rate x determines

both current 401(k) saving and the default applicable to the next period.4 The fraction of

income not contributed, z, determines the level of cash available for near-term consumption

and non-401(k) saving.

We will assume that the employee’s preferences among consumption trajectories as of
4In principle, these two effects are separable (e.g., upon electing a contribution rate of 3% rather than

the default of 6%, the default for the next period could change to 4%), but in practice they always go
hand-in-hand (in the previous example, the default for the next period would actually change to 3%).
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period 0 correspond to some utility function

u(e,ω) + U(c, θ), (1)

where ω and θ are (potentially related or even identical) vectors of preference parameters.

We will also assume that u(0,ω) = 0 (so that zero effort is always costless). Institutionally,

a fixed level of effort, e0, is required to opt out of the default. Let γ ≡ u(e0,ω) ≤ 0.
Fixing x and z, and choosing the consumption trajectory c to maximize U subject to

opportunity constraints, yields an optimal choice correspondence C(x, z, θ,π), where π rep-

resents the parameters of those future contraints. Accordingly, we can define an indirect

utility function over x and z, as follows:

V (x, z, θ,π) = U(c, θ) for c ∈ C(x, z, θ,π),

Moreover, we can treat the individual’s problem as one of maximizing

W (e, x, z,ω, θ) = u(e,ω) + V (x, z, θ,π) (2)

Because π plays only an occasional role in our analysis, we will generally suppress it in the

notation, making the dependence of V on π explicit only when relevant to the discussion.

Notice that, fixing x and z, the default rate d has no direct influence on the chosen

consumption trajectory after period 0, or on the way the individual values that trajectory.

The relevance of d is that it may affect period 0 effort as well as the value of x chosen in

period 0, but once that choice is made and the effort expended, whether x coincides with

the original default d is no longer relevant.5 Accordingly, as d varies, the indirect utility

function V remains the same.

The preceding observation allows us to attack the problem of optimal defaults by working

with “reduced form” preferences, expression (2), rather than primitive preferences, expression

(1). In addition to simplifying the analytics of our problem, this step also allows us to
5This critical property hinges on the assumed separability of utility in period 0 effort, e, and the subsequent

consumption trajectory, y.
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implement our analysis empirically without the need to estimate an elaborate model of life-

cycle planning; instead, we estimate reduced form preferences involving x and z, which can

be accomplished with much more limited data. In effect, without knowing anything at all

about the correspondence C, we can nevertheless conclude that the bundle (e, C(x, z, θ)) is

chosen over (e0, C(x0, z0, θ)) from the observation that (e, x, z) is chosen over (e0, x0, z0).6

It is of course possible that, in working with the reduced form utility function V , we

will either (a) impose structure on V that is in some way inconsistent with the solution

to the underlying optimization problem, or (b) fail to impose structure that one could in

principle derive from that problem. With respect to (a), our assumptions concerning V are

modest and, we would argue, largely innocuous for most (though perhaps not all) purposes.7

With respect to (b), we are skeptical of the prospects for deriving any helpful properties

of sufficient generality; in any event, our theoretical analysis yields useful insights without

additional structure, and our empirical analysis arguably imposes the appropriate structure

on V by matching our model to the data.

In period 0, the individual chooses x and z subject to the budget constraint

z = 1− τ(x), (3)

where the function τ reflects deductibility of contributions as well as employer matching

provisions, and satisfies τ(0) = 0. Fixing e = 0 and maximizing (2) subject to (3) — that is,

optimizing over x ∈ X but ignoring the costs of opting out — yields a “ideal point” function

x∗(θ). Utility from following the default is:

V (d, 1− τ(d), θ)

Utility from optimally opting out is:

V (x∗(θ), 1− τ (x∗(θ)) , θ)− γ

6This statement of course involves a slight abuse of notation; by (e, C(x, z)), we mean (e, c) for some
c ∈ C(x, z).

7We explicitly acknowledge a potential exception in Section 2.3.5.
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Hence, the individual elects the default in period 0 if

V (x∗(θ), 1− τ (x∗(θ)) , θ)− V (d, 1− τ(d), θ) ≤ γ,

and selects x∗(θ) otherwise. Defining ξ ≡ (θ, γ), we will use D(d) to denote the set of ξ
for which the individual does not opt out of the default d, and N(d) to denote the set for

which the individual opts out of the default.8 Naturally, D(d)∪N(d) = Ω, where Ω denotes

the set of all possible ξ. For most purposes we can think of ξ as the worker’s preference

parameters.9

Notice for subsequent reference that, for any numerically calibrated version of this model,

one can derive comparative statics describing the response of optimal 401(k) contributions to

temporary changes in parameters governing the function τ , such as the employer’s matching

rate, the maximum matchable contribution, and the personal tax rate. It is important to

emphasize that all such comparative statics pertain only to temporary changes in the relevant

policy variables. A permanent increase or decrease in the match rate or the personal tax rate

would change π, the parameter vector governing future opportunity sets, and consequently

alter both the choice correspondence C and the indirect utility function V in ways we have

not modeled.

3.1.2 Welfare analytics

We now turn our attention to the problem of setting an optimal default contribution rate,

d. Obviously, for any particular individual, the best choice is d = x∗(θ). The optimization

problem becomes non-trivial only when we impose the constraint that the firm establish the

same default for all workers, and assume that different workers have different preferences.

In what follows, we will make the reasonable assumption that workers’ ideal points span the

full range of allowable contribution rates.
8Note that both sets depend on π, but that we have suppressed that dependence in the notation.
9Technically, γ, a component of ξ, is not a preference parameter, but rather reflects the interplay between

more primitive parameters (ω) and a feature of the opportunity constraint (the effort required for opt-out,
e0).
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Changes in d obviously affect workers directly throught their initial contribution levels

and associated expenditures of effort. Because contributions change, government revenues

and employer expenditures on matching contributions may also change. Our analysis focuses

exclusively on the direct welfare effects of the default, and does not account for secondary

effects on the budgets of the government and the employer. One can therefore think of

our welfare calculations as reflecting the perspective of, say, a union leader or worker rep-

resentative, who views the level of compensation, the employer match, and the tax system

as givens. It is possible to modify our analysis so as to require budget balance in period

0 (that is, accounting for the immediate budgetary effects of the changing default through

its impact on initial contributions). However, one cost of adopting a reduced form utility

function, expression (2), is that we cannot infer future budgetary consequences.

With heterogeneous workers, one necessarily confonts the thorny problem of evaluating

interpersonal tradeoffs. The least controversial alternative is to adopt Pareto optimality.

Here, however, that criterion has little if any bite. Plainly, if there is some worker for whom

x∗(θ) = d, then d is a Pareto optimal default rate. Thus, if the ideal points span the full

range of allowable contribution rates (as we have assumed), every possible default is Pareto

optimal.

An interesting alternative criterion is to insist that the 401(k) plan is structured so that its

introduction creates a Pareto improvement. Concerning this criterion, we offer the following

simple observation.

Observation 1: A 401(k) plan weakly Pareto improves upon the absence of a 401(k) plan

if and only if d = 0.

The logic of this observation is straightforward. If d = 0, then every worker can, without

the expenditure of any effort, replicate the best outcome with no plan. Hence they cannot be

worse off, and if they choose something else they must be better off. In contrast, with d > 0,

an individual who ideally prefers never to participate must either participate by default or

incur the cost of switching to x = 0; in either case, he is worse off than in the absence of the
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401(k).10 Thus, the Pareto improvement criterion ties down a unique optimal default rate

of zero.

Judging alternatives according to whether they Pareto improve upon a particular status

strikes us as interesting but not normatively compelling. Accordingly, we next consider

the alternative criterion of maximizing aggregate economic surplus. Our concern here will

be with efficiency rather than distribution; hence we will assume that the marginal social

value of a dollar is the same regardless of which employee receives it. We will also largely

remove distributional motives by assuming that earnings are the same for all employees.

One can, however, reinterpret our analysis as pertaining to cases in which preferences are

homothetic, the cost of effort is proportional to earnings (e.g., because of the value of time),

and the preference parameters (ω, θ) are distributed independently of earnings. In that case,

changing d has precisely the same effect within all income strata, and hence one can take

any given income level as representative.

We measure economic surplus by computing the equivalent variation (henceforth EV)

associated with switching from an initial regime to one in which the worker becomes eligible

for the 401(k) period 0, with an initial default rate of d. Regardless of the initial regime used

for this purpose, EV is simply a monotone transformation of utility.11 Hence, maximizing

EV maximizes utility, and maximizing the weighted sum of EVs across individuals identifies

a Pareto optimum, with different weights picking out different optima. Recognizing that

the reduced form utility function V implicitly presupposes the availability of a 401(k) plan

with a default rate of x from period 1 onward, we compute EV based an initial regime in

which the worker cannot contribute to a 401(k) in the current period, but can do so in future

periods (with an initial default of zero). Hence, our measure of EV represents the amount

a worker would be willing to accept to forego eligibility for the 401(k) plan in the current

period, and to become eligible in the next period with a default rate of zero.
10We assume here that such individuals exist. The existence of some individuals for whom x∗(ω) = 0,

which we assumed above, is necessary but not sufficient for this stronger assumption, which also requires a
preference not to contribute in the future.
11The same is not necessarily true for compensating variation.
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We will use m to denote the hypothetical compensatory payment the worker receives in

the default regime. For that regime, the worker’s utility is

V (0, 1 +m, θ)

The value of the EV will of course depend on whether the worker opts out of the default.

For those who do not opt out, the EV is the value, m0(d, θ), that satisfies12

V (0, 1 +m0(d, θ), θ) = V (d, 1− τ (d) , θ)

For those who do opt out, the EV is the value, m1(θ, γ), that satisfies

V (0, 1 +m1(θ, γ), θ) = V (x∗(θ), 1− τ (x∗(θ)) , θ)− γ

Notice that the individual elects the default iff m0(d, θ) ≥ m1(θ, γ).

We can now write aggregate economic surplus (equally weighting all workers’ EVs to

reflect the common marginal social value of income) as follows:Z
D(d)

m0(d, θ)g(ξ)dξ +

Z
N(d)

m1(ξ)g(ξ)dξ

where g denotes the density of ξ. It is instructive to rewrite this expression as follows:Z
Ω

m1(ξ)g(ξ)dξ +

Z
D(d)

£
m0(d, θ)−m1(ξ)

¤
g(ξ)dξ

In other words, aggregate surplus equals total EV assuming that everyone is required to opt

out and incur the cost of effort and inconvenience, plus the incremental benefit received by

workers who instead choose to stick with the default and avoid the effort costs. The first

term in the preceding expression is plainly independent of d. It follows that the surplus

maximization problem is:

max
d

Z
D(d)

£
m0(d, θ)−m1(ξ)

¤
g(ξ)dξ (4)

12To guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the EV, we assume that V is strictly increasing in z, and
that the range of conceivable values for z maps to a sufficiently broad range of utilities.
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Because the integrand is zero at the limits of integration, the first order condition is simply:13Z
D(d)

m0
d(d, θ)g(ξ)dξ = 0

In the introduction, we mentioned that Thaler and Sunstein (2003) have recommended

setting d to minimize the overall opt-out frequency; henceforth, let dM denote the opt-

out minimizing default. The Sunstein-Thaler recommendation emerges from an intuitive

argument concerning overall cost-minimization, and seems on its face reasonably plausible.

Pursuing opt-out minimization requires us to solve:

max
d

Z
D(d)

g(ξ)dξ (5)

Notice that (4) differs from (5), in that the density for each value of ξ is, in effect, weighted

by m0(d, θ) −m1(ξ). Whether this weighting makes a difference is a topic of considerable

interest, and one which we shall address shortly.

It is instructive to represent the optimal default problem graphically. For illustrative

purposes, assume that θ is a scalar, and that x∗(θ) is strictly increasing in θ. Define θ0 as

the largest solution to x∗(θ0) = 0. For the moment, assume that d is sufficiently large and γ

sufficiently small so that type θ0 opts out. Figure 1 illustrates the value of m0(d, θ)−m1(ξ)

as a function of θ, as well as the set D(d) (which, fixing some γ, corresponds to the values of

θ for which that difference is non-negative). As drawn, m0(d, θ)−m1(ξ) reaches a peak at

the value of θ that renders the default optimal (i.e., x∗(θ) = d); and the height of the curve

at that point corresponds to the monetary value of the opt-out cost.

An increase in the default d shifts the curve in Figure 1 to the right, and a decrease

shifts it to the left. Suppose for the moment that the height and shape of the curve remain

constant as d changes. The surplus maximization, problem (4), would require us to position

the curve (indeed, to center it if it all is symmetric) over the region of greatest density. In

that case, the solution would indeed minimize output (or at least approximately so), exactly

as Thaler and Sunstein recommend.
13Here we assume that X is an interval and m0 is differentiable.
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At first glance, the assumption that the shape and height of the curve in Figure 1 varies

little with the default rate d may seem plausible. After all, there is no reason to think that

monetary cost of effort (which determines the curve’s height) will vary with the worker’s

preference for retirement saving versus current consumption. Consequently, one might hope

that the Sunstein-Thaler prescription turns out to be a reasonable good rule of thumb. Yet

this simple intuition overlooks an important consideration, which we explain next.

Just as workers vary with respect to their tastes for saving, they also likely vary with

respect to the costs of inconvenience and effort associated with opt-out (depending, for ex-

ample on how busy they are, or their comfort levels with using their computers to make

benefit elections through a website). Conceivably, many workers view these costs as negli-

gible (and indeed our estimates, below, indicate that this is the case). The presence of such

heterogeneity can cause the opt-out minimizing default rate to diverge dramatically from

the surplus-maximizing default rate.

To understand why this divergence can occur, assume that the cost of opt-out is zero for

some substantial percentage of the employee population.14 Imagine varying that percentage

without changing the distribution of preferences among those with positive opt-out costs.

In that case, we have the following simple result:

Observation 2: The surplus-maximizing default rate is independent of the fraction of work-

ers for whom the cost of opt-out is zero. In contrast, if that fraction is sufficiently large

and X = R+, then under weak regularity conditions the opt-out minimizing default

rate is d = 0.

To understand this observation, notice first that the default has no impact whatsoever

on the well-being of workers for whom the cost of opt-out is zero. Therefore, the surplus-

maximizing default rate depends only on the distribution of preferences among workers with

positive opt-out costs, so the first part of the observation follows immediately. Now consider
14While we explain the possibility of a dramatic divergence by assuming that some fraction of workers

have zero opt-out costs, the same conclusion would follow if the costs for that group were simply very small.
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the second part of the observation. If X, the feasible set of default rates, is the non-negative

reals, then under weak regularity conditions the distribution of the ideal points, x∗(θ), will

have an atom at zero (the boundary of the feasible set), and nowhere else.15 Thus, the opt-

out rate for that group is unity for all strictly positive defaults, and some fraction strictly less

than unity for d = 0. If the fraction of workers with zero opt-out costs is sufficiently large,

the reduction in the opt-out rate among that group when moving from a positive default to

a default of zero necessarily swamps any increase in the opt-out rate for the complementary

group.

Observation 2 raises the possibility that the surplus-maximizing default rate may be

substantial, while the opt-out minimizing the default rate is zero. Intuitively, that divergence

occurs because the height of the curve in Figure 1 drops discontinuously when d reaches 0,

due to the sudden shift in the composition of those who opt out, from those with positive

costs of effort toward those with zero costs of effort. As we will see in the Section 5.1, this

possibility is not merely a theoretical curiosity; on the contrary, assuming that opt-out costs

account for default effects, it is empirically relevant.

Given the historical prevalence of provisions that effectively set default contribution rates

equal to zero, we close this section by asking whether there are natural conditions under that

alternative maximizes aggregate surplus. Our next result offers an answer:

Observation 3: If the distribution of γ (the utility cost of opt-out) is sufficiently concen-

trated near zero, the surplus-maximizing default rate is zero.

To understand this observation, refer first to Figure 1. As the cost of opt-out shrinks,

the height of the curve and the length of the interval representing D(d) converge to zero.

Thus, for any strictly positive default rate, the value of the objective function in (4) is of

second-order smallness. Now refer to Figure 2, which depicts m0(d, θ) −m1(ξ) for d = 0.
15Regularity conditions are required to assure that the distribution of ω does not induce atoms in the

distribution of x∗(ω) on the interior of the feasible set. The observation obviously generalizes to the cases
where X is a discrete grid as long as the grid is sufficiently fine, and where X has an upper bound, as long
as that bound is sufficiently high within the support of the distribution of ideal points.
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Notice that the curve has a much different shape than the one depicted in Figure 1. In

particular, for all workers with θ ≤ θ0, the worker’s best opt-out contribution rate is zero (the

same as the default), and hence difference between m0(d, θ) and m1(ξ) equals the monetary

value of the opt-out cost. As the cost of opt-out shrinks, the height of the curve converges

to zero, but the length of the interval representing D(d) does not. Thus, for d = 0, the value

of the objective function (4) is of first-order smallness, and hence greater than the value for

any d > 0.

As we will see in the Section 5.1, we do not find that Observation 3 is empirically relevant.

However, it is nearly so for one of the firms in our sample.

3.2 Anchoring effects

Next we turn our attention to the possibility that default effects result from the phenomenon

of psychological anchoring. A series of studies have documented the importance of anchoring

effects in the laboratory; see, for example, Ariely, Loewenstein, and Prelec (2003). In the

context of a 401(k) plan, defaults may influence behavior because they are perceived either

as salient or (possibly incorrectly) as an official suggestion.

3.2.1 A modified model

To represent anchoring effects in a flexible way, we modify the model of Section 3.1.1 by

assuming that the worker acts as if the indirect utility function V depends upon the default

frame df , which is bounded below by 0 and above by dU .16 Thus, when the frame is df , his

choices maximize:

W (e, x, z,ω, θ, df) = u(e,ω) + V (x, z, θ, df) (6)

In this setting, we must write the worker’s ideal point, x∗(θ, df), as a function of both θ and

df . For some purposes, we also impose the following natural monotonicity requirement: if

W (e, x, z,ω, θ, df) > W (e
0, x0, z0,ω, θ, df), where x > x0 and z < z0, thenW (e, x, z,ω, θ, d0f) >

16In principle, one could allow for negative or arbitrarily large default frames, even though these are not
institutionally permissible. By imposing bounds, we effectively assume that sufficiently extreme defaults
have no marginal influence on choice.
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W (e0, x0, z0,ω, θ, d0f) for d
0
f > df . In other words, an increase in the default frame weakly

shifts the individual’s choices toward greater 401(k) saving.

By formulating the worker’s as-if objective function in this way, we do not mean to

suggest that the default directly affects “true well-being,” or that it is an object of “true

preferences.” On the contrary, in keeping with the welfare framework set forth in Section 2,

we intend (6) merely as a convenient representation of the choice mapping, in the sense that

maximization of an appropriately parameterized version of (6) will replicate the observed

choice patterns when anchoring effects are present. Conclusions concerning welfare will flow

exclusively from the implied choice mapping, and not from any normative interpretation of

the objective function.

In Section 3.1.1, we justified the use of a reduced-form preference representation by noting

that the choice of (e, x, z) over (e0, x0, z0) can be reinterpreted as a choice (e, C(x, z, θ)) over

(e0, C(x0, z0, θ)). The same justification applies in the presence of anchoring effects only if

the continuation choice mapping C is invariant with respect to the initial default, d. The

analysis of the current section therefore assumes that the direct psychological influence of

the initial default is temporary: though it may influence the initial allocation of resources

between x and z, it does not affect subsequent choices conditional on x and z once those

values are established. We do not rule out the possibility that anchoring effects are present

after the initial decision, but they must be tied to some other variable. For example, the

new status quo, x, may serve as a psychological anchor for the next decision.

In practice, the default rate d plays two separate roles: it impacts the opportunity set

by changing the effort levels required to achieve different contribution rates, and it serves as

a psychological frame, df . In practice, the relationship between the effort schedule and the

default frame is fixed by the nature of prevaling institutions — the default involves no effort,

and every other choice requires the same fixed effort — so these roles are intertwined. To

apply the Bernheim-Rangel welfare framework, we must separate them both conceptually

and practically. Conceptually, we can conduct thought experiments in which we depart from
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prevailing institutions by varying the default rate and the effort schedule independently. For

example, for a fixed default, we could in principle selectively add red tape to make some opt-

out rates more time-consuming to elect than others, and even impose obligations requiring

effort from those who fail to opt out. Such thought experiments allow us to describe, for

example, the choices workers would make in a default frame df when the effort schedule

corresponds to some other d 6= df . Because such variation does not exist in practice, as

an empirical matter we must separate the framing and effort-cost effects through indirect

inferences that hinge on additional identifying assumptions, which we discuss in Section 4.

3.2.2 Welfare criteria

Assuming that (6) governs choices, it is straightforward to apply the Bernheim-Rangel welfare

framework, treating df as the ancillary psychological frame. To define the welfare-relevant

domain, G∗, one can either remain agnostic and retain the choices made in all frames, or
attempt to resolve normative ambiguity by restricting G∗ to a single frame, or at least to some
subset of frames. In the former case, the model plainly admits a multi-self representation

wherein each df is associated with a distinct self; thus Theorem 3 of Bernheim and Rangel

(2009) enables us to implement the framework by employing the multi-self Pareto criterion.

The latter approach requires objective justifications for the restrictions.

One potential strategy for restricting the welfare-relevant domain would be to admit

choices only if they are made in an arguably neutral psychological frame, where choices are

free from the influence of anchors. The problem, as usual, is to define neutrality without

imposing arbitrary external judgments. Let us suppose, for example, that it is possible

to observe or infer the choices a worker would make when an active 401(k) election is a

precondition of employment (so that the default is not to work for the company, rather than

to work and contribute at a particular rate). While such decisions are obviously free from

contribution-rate anchors, their normative superiority to anchored choices is not self-evident.

Nor do we think it is sufficient to show that the worker would abandon an anchored choice

when presented with the factors favoring the choice he would have made in that neutral
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state, inasmuch as that procedure simply defines another psychological frame (one in which

the worker may feel brow-beaten). However, it is also conceivable that the worker might

explain his changed choice by admitting that he had failed to think about the aforementioned

factors when making the anchored choice. If it is possible to show that the presence of an

anchor effectively distracts the worker from information which he himself characterizes as

pertinent (regardless of frame), and that no such distraction occurs in the neutral frame,

then arguably the worker correctly characterizes his alternatives only in the neutral frame,

in which case choices in all other frames should be excluded from G∗. While we cannot

currently demonstrate that these conditions are met, we can nevertheless conduct welfare

analysis under the maintained hypothesis that a given frame is neutral. Unless explicitly

noted, however, we do not exclude any choices from the welfare-relevant domain.

3.2.3 Welfare analytics

We observed in Section 3.1.2 that Pareto optimality is not a discerning criterion for the

problem of setting optimal defaults. For similar reasons, the same conclusion holds here

with respect to generalized Pareto optimality.17 Focusing instead on generalized Pareto

improvements over universal ineligibility for a 401(k) plan, we obtain a sharp result that

parallels Observation 1, provided we impose the monotonicity requirement mentioned above

and assume that there are some workers for whom x∗(θ, dU) = 0 (that is, who would choose

not to participate even in the default frame most favorable to contributions).

Observation 4: Eligibility for a 401(k) plan in the current period creates a weak generalized

Pareto improvement over the absence of eligibility for a 401(k) plan in the current

period if and only if d = 0.

The logic of this result is only slightly more involved than that of Observation 1. When

d = df = 0, workers fall into two categories: those who stick with the default and those
17Plainly, if there is some frame df and worker for whom x∗(ω, df ) = d, then d is a generalized Pareto

optimal default rate.
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who opt out. Those who stick with the default receive the bundle (e, x, z) = (0, 0, 1) either

with or without the policy, and we always have (e, x, z)R∗(e, x, z) by construction. Any

worker who opts out of the default with d = df = 0 to some bundle (e0, x0, z0) (with x > 0

and z < 1) chooses that bundle over (0, 0, 1), and hence by our monotonicity assumption

would also choose (e0, x0, z0) over (0, 0, 1) with d = 0 in every other frame df ; hence, for them,

(e0, x0, z0)P ∗(0, 0, 1). Accordingly, immediate eligibility with d = 0 is a generalized Pareto

improvement over no eligibility in the current period. Now consider any default rate d > 0.

By assumption, there are workers for whom x∗(θ, dU) = 0. Let (e, x, z) be the bundle some

such worker receives when d > 0, and note that either (i) (e, x, z) = (e, 0, 1) with e > 0

(the worker opts out),18 or (ii) (e, x, z) = (0, d, 1 − τ(d)) (the worker does not opt out).

But the worker in question would choose (0, 0, 1) over both such bundles in all frames.19

Thus, (0, 0, 1)P ∗(e, x, z), which means immediate eligibility does not create a weak Pareto

improvement.

We turn next to aggregate surplus. Once we introduce the possibility that the default

serves as a psychological anchor, we no longer need positive opt-out costs to account for the

existence of default effects. However, in that case, unless we impose some restriction on

the welfare-relevant domain, we are led to the conclusion that all defaults maximize aggre-

gate surplus from the perspective of some frame, in which case the optimum is completely

ambiguous.

Observation 5: Assuming opt-out is costless, every default rate d maximizes aggregate

equivalent variation evaluated from the perspective of the frame df = d. In particular,

d = dU maximizes aggregate EVA, d = 0 maximizes aggregate EVB, and d = d0

maximizes aggregate EV from the perspective of any purportedly neutral frame d0.

To understand why the first statement is true, note that (with zero opt-out costs) when

the default rate is d, the bundle chosen by any given worker with as-if preference parameter
18By our monotonicity assumption, when any such worker opts out, he necessarily selects x = 0.
19In case (ii), this follows from our monotonicity assumption.
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θ, call it (x∗, z∗), maximizes V (x, z, θ, d). With any other default d0, the individual chooses

some other feasible bundle (x0, z0), where necessarily V (x∗, z∗, θ, d) > V (x0, z0, θ, d). Because

equivalent variation is a monotone transformation of as-if utility, the equivalent variation

of (x∗, z∗) must (weakly) exceed that of (x0, z0), evaluated from the perspective of frame

df = d. If follows that, from the perspective of the same frame, the default rate d maximizes

equivalent variation for every worker, and hence maximizes aggregate equivalent variation.

Given our monotonicity assumption, EVA is defined by evaluating the equivalent variation

from the perspective of frame df = dU , and EVB is defined by evaluating the equivalent

variation from the perspective of frame df = 0. Applying the first part of the Observation,

we conclude that d = dU maximizes EVA, and d = 0 maximizes EVB.

Observation 5 does not imply that welfare analysis is uninformative in the absence of

opt-out costs or restrictions on the welfare-relevant domain. Even if we cannot provide

helpful guidance with respect to optimizing the default, we can still obtain measures of the

surplus created by 401(k) eligibility in the presence of anchoring effects, and those measures

are useful for other purposes (e.g., to compare the benefits of a 401(k) plan with its social

costs). In addition, opt-out costs may be non-trivial, and there may be sound justifications

for domain restrictions that yield more discerning implications concerning the choice of a

default rate.

The next step in our analysis is to derive expressions for EVA and EVB that allow for

positive opt-out costs. Suppose the default rate is d. For those who do not opt out of

the default, the equivalent variation evaluated from the perspective of frame df is the value,bm0(d, θ, df), that satisfies

V (0, 1 + bm0(d, θ, df), θ, df) = V (d, 1− τ (d) , θ, df)

In this case, EVA is given by maxdf bm0(d, θ, df), and EVB is given by mindf bm0(d, θ, df). For

those who opt out of the default, the equivalent variation evaluated from the perspective of

frame df is the value, bm1(d, ξ, df), that satisfies

V (0, 1 + bm1(d, ξ, df), θ, df) = V (x
∗(θ, d), 1− τ (x∗(θ, d)), θ, df)− γ
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In this case, EVA is given by maxdf bm1(d, ξ, df) and EVB is given by mindf bm1(d, ξ, df).

In both cases, if bm0 and bm1 are monotonic in df (which follows from our monotonicity

assumption), then EVA is obtained by substituting in dU for df , while EVB is obtained by

substituting 0 for df .

Notice that the individual elects the default iff bm0(d, θ, d) ≥ bm1(d, ξ, d). Let DAnc(d) be

the set of parameters ξ for which the individual does not opt out of the default d, and let

NAnc(d) be the set of parameters for which the individual opts out. The aggregate equivalent

variation given a default rate of d from the perspective of default frame df is:Z
DAnc(d)

bm0(d, θ, df)g(ξ)dξ +

Z
NAnc(d)

bm1(d, ξ, df)g(ξ)dξ

The remainder of this section discusses the maximization of the preceding expression.

Our objective is to provide intuition for the patterns that emerge from our numerical calcu-

lations, which appear in Section 5. Because those patterns are not completely robust, our

discussion is framed in terms of tendencies, rather than general mathematical properties.

It is instructive to rewrite the expression for aggregate equivalent variation as follows:Z
Ω

bm1(d, ξ, df)g(ξ)dξ +

Z
DAnc(d)

£bm0(d, θ, df)− bm1(d, ξ, df)
¤
g(ξ)dξ (7)

If opt-out were costless, only the first term would remain. By Observation 5, that term is

maximized at d = df , the frame used for evaluation.

Positive opt-out costs introduce the second term, which bears an obvious relation to the

maximand in (4). Notice, however, that in this case the limits of integration depend on

decisions made within the frame of the prevailing default rate, rather than the frame within

which the outcome is being evaluated.

It is instructive to depict the second term graphically. As in Figure 1, assume that θ is a

scalar and x∗(θ, d) is strictly increasing in θ. Figure 3 illustrates the value of bm0(d, θ, df)−bm1(d, ξ, df) as a function of θ for a fixed value of γ, evaluated in the frames df = dU (to

assess EVA) and df = d (the prevaling default). The latter curve generates the set DAnc(d).

However, we evaluate the welfare gain associated with avoiding the opt-out cost from the
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perspective of the frame dU . Because an increase in df raises the as-if value attached to

higher contributions for any given θ, the dU -evaluation curve is a leftward-shift of d-evaluation

curve.

An increase in the default d shifts the curves in Figure 3 to the right, and a decrease shifts

them to the left. Suppose for the moment that the heights and shapes of the curves remain

constant as d changes. Maximizing the second term in (7) would then would require us to

position the positive portion of the curve over a region of high density, and the negative por-

tion over a region with low density. If the density function is single-peaked and symmetric,

that objective is ordinarily best accomplished by positioning the peak of the valuation curve

to the right of the peak of the distribution. Thus, setting aside the complicating factors

discussed in Section 3.1.2 (concerning, for example, the spike at x = 0 in the distribution of

choices for workers with zero opt-out costs, which comes into play here as well), the value

of d that maximizes the second term in the expression for aggregate equivalent variation

evaluated from the perspective of the frame dU will tend to exceed the opt-out-minimizing

default rate, dM .

Considering both terms in expression (7), and using a symmetric argument for EVB, we

therefore see that EVA and EVB will tend to be higher and lower, respectively, than dM .

3.3 Time-inconsistency

We next turn our attention to the hypothesis that default effects result from time-inconsistency

and procrastination. This is the possibility previously examined by Carroll et. al. (2009).

While our analysis has much in common with theirs, it differs in its attention to some po-

tentially important institutional features (bounds on contribution rates, match rates), and

unlike theirs is designed for empirical implementation.

3.3.1 A modified model

To represent time inconsistency, we assume that the individual acts as if he maximizes

u(e,ω) + V (x, z, θ) when choosing effort (e) in advance (as a precommitment), but when
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choosing effort in the moment acts as if he maximizes u(e,ω) + ρV (x, z, θ), where ρ ∈ (0, 1)
potentially differs from one individual to another. Because ρ is an additional preference

parameter, we modify our notation by writing ξ = (θ, γ, ρ).

Here, the psychological frame is the point in time at which the worker chooses whether

to expend the effort necessary to opt out of the default. We can rewrite his decision utility

as

u(e,ω) + ρfV (x, z, θ),

where f = 0 denotes the forward-looking frame in which ρf = 1, and f = 1 denotes the

concurrent frame in which ρf = ρ.

With respect to opt-out choices made in the concurrent frame (which is what we generally

observe), this model is observationally equivalent to the standard model; γ
ρ
simply replaces γ.

To demonstrate that time-inconsistency plays an important role in creating default effects,

one would need to provide evidence that workers would choose to opt out more frequently

in the forward-looking frame (that is, to make commitments). While we know of no direct

evidence on this point, one can potentially generalize from commitment decisions in other

contexts.

3.3.2 Welfare criterion

At first glance, it may appear possible to address the normative issues arising from time-

inconsistency in this context simply by evaluating welfare from the perspective of both the

forward-looking frame and the concurrent frame, perhaps giving prefernce to one or the

other. However, matters are in fact more complex. It is important to remember that V is

a reduced form, and that x and z matter only because they are placeholders for the state-

contingent consumption trajectory C(x, z, θ,π). If the worker is time-inconsistent in period

0, then he is presumably time-inconsistent in subsequent periods as well. The pertinent

psychological frame for the worker’s intertemporal choice problem therefore includes the

sequencing and timing of all decisions that determine the consumption trajectory. The

continuation value function U (from which the value function V is derived) reflects the
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manner in which the individual would choose among those continuation streams with full

precommitment in period 0, which is only one of many possible frames. The mere fact

that u(e,ω) + ρfU(c, θ) > u(e0,ω) + ρfU(c
0, θ) for f = 0, 1 does not suffice to establish

(e, c)P ∗(e0, c0), because (e, c) may not be chosen over (e0, c0) in all psychological frames.

Indeed, it is impossible to infer the unambiguous choice relation for intertemporal bundles,

P ∗, from our reduced form representation.

Fortunately, as we have noted in Section 2, a natural restriction on the welfare-relevant

domain for the standard quasi-hyperbolic model justifies the use of the long-run criterion and

reconciles it with the competing notion of multi-self Pareto efficiency. Here, the long-run

criterion amounts to assessing welfare from the perspective of the forward-looking frame,

f = 0, using U (and hence V ), the as-if utility function governing fully precommited choices,

to evaluate future consumption trajectories.

In what follows, we evaluate welfare exclusively from the perspective of the forward-

looking frame. For completeness, we note that a mechanical assessment of welfare from the

perspective of the concurrent frame coincides with the analysis of Section 3.1.2.

3.3.3 Welfare analytics

From the perspective of the forward-looking frame, the best policy would create oppor-

tunities for appropriate precommitments. For example, a company could offer workers

opportunities to sign binding agreements specifying that they will pay heavy penalties if

they fail to make their 401(k) elections by self-imposed deadlines. The apparent absence of

such arrangements raises doubts about the relevance of the quasi-hyperbolic model to the

current problem, but is perhaps explicable if there is substantial uncertainty concerning the

future opportunity cost of time, so that state-invariant precommitments entail high costs.

Alternatively, workers may worry about forgetting deadlines — but that explanation points

toward theories of inattentiveness, which we discuss in the next main subsection. For the

remainder of this section, we will assume that precommitment is impossible.

For the sake of brevity, we pass quickly over the use of the Pareto criterion, remarking only
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that different default rates are generally Pareto unranked, and that a version of Observations

1 and 4 holds in this context as well. That noted, we turn our attention to aggregate

equivalent variation.

For reasons that will become apparent shortly, in this context we introduce the possibility

that the company imposes an immediate utility penalty p on those who fail to make active

401(k) elections. In practice, p corresponds to the various ways in which employers may

pressure to bear on workers who do not act. For the first portion of our analysis, we will

impose the constraint that p = 0, but we will include it from the outset to avoid largely

duplicative formulas.

For those who do not opt out of the default, the equivalent variation evaluated from the

perspective of the forward-looking frame is the value, bm0(d, θ, p), that satisfies

V (0, 1 + bm0(d, θ, p), θ) = V (d, 1− τ(d), θ)− p

For those who opt out of the default, the equivalent variation evaluated from the perspective

of the forward-looking frame f is the value, bm1(ξ), that satisfies

V (0, 1 + bm1(ξ), θ) = V (x, (1− τ(x)) , θ)− γ

Letting

∆(θ, d) ≡ V (x∗(θ), 1− τ(x∗(θ)), θ)− V (d, 1− τ(d), θ),

we note that the worker opts out of the default iff

∆(θ, d) ≥ γ − p
ρ
.

Consequently, the total equivalent variation is given byZ
Θ

Z ∞

0

Z ∞

ρ∆(θ,d)+p

bm0(d, θ, p)g(ξ)dγdρdθ (8)

+

Z
Θ

Z ∞

0

Z ρ∆(θ,d)+p

0

bm1(ξ)g(ξ)dγdρdθ
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Note that the concurrent frame governs the opt-out decision and hence the limits of inte-

gration, whereas the integrand — the equivalent variation for each individual — reflects the

forward-looking frame. Other welfare analyses employing the long-run criteria in settings

with time-inconsistency share this feasure; see, e.g., Della Vigna and Malmendier (2004).

Now consider the problem of maximizing (8) over the choice of the default rate, without

using penalties (i.e., subject to the constraint that p = 0). Suppose for the moment that

the costs of opt-out are universally small, but that many workers stick with the default due

to strong “present bias” (ρ less than unity). In that case, an extreme default rate achieves

near-universal opt-out, which is nearly first-best. In constrast, any moderate default rate

leaves sufficiently present-biased workers adhering to the default despite incurring substantial

efficiency losses. Accordingly, as Carrol et. al. (2009) have observed, the optimum in such

settings is to compel active decisions by setting extreme defaults.

We view the aforementioned policy prescription as artificial and unattractive for two

reasons. First, those who fail to opt-out, either due to extreme present bias or (more

likely) simple inattentiveness (as discussed in the next section) must actually endure highly

inefficient consequences. Second, the default rate is a blunt and potentially inappropriate

policy instrument for countering present bias. A simple penalty can accomplish the same

end without wasting distorting the choice of a default option.20

Thus, we are interested in the problem not only of maximizing (8) subject to the con-

straint that p = 0, but also that of maximizing (8) over the choices of d and p simultaneously.

Plainly, the solutions to these two problems may have little in common. If the inefficiencies

resulting from “internalities” are adequately addressed through the use of penalties, then

the addition of time-inconsistency may have relatively little impact on the optimal default

rate. We investigate that issue numerically for a calibrated version of our model in Section

5.
20The utility penalty we examine here actually wastes resources. A less wasteful alternative would be to

provide monetary rewards to those who make active decisions and impose penalties on those who do not,
imposing budget balance. Such arrangements are not observed in practice.
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3.4 Inattentiveness

Finally, we turn to the possibility that default effects result from inattentiveness. The

existing evidence on attention is both limited and inconclusive. According to Carroll et.

al. (2009), a survey of unenrolled workers that drew attention to 401(k) issues did not

increase enrollment among those who responded. Yet Karlan et. al. (2010) show that

saving decisions are sensitive to attentiveness manipulations in a related context.

3.4.1 A modified model

Whether an employee attends to the task of selecting a 401(k) contribution rate depends at

least in part on the institutional environment created by his employer. Here we define the

psychological frame, f , as the features of the environment that influence attentiveness. We

assume that the process of attention behaves as if there is some person-specific attentiveness

parameter χ(f) (which depends on the frame) such that the worker attends only if the choice

is sufficiently consequential. Adopting the same notation as in the preceding section (but

setting ρ = 1), the worker attends if and only if

∆(θ, d)− γ + p ≥ χ(f),

and consequently opts out if and only if

∆(θ, d) ≥ χ(f) + γ − p. (9)

Because the institution fixes the frame f , we will sometimes suppress f in the notation,

writing χ rather than χ(f). We will also modify our previous notation by writing ξ =

(θ, γ,χ).

With respect to opt-out choices made in a fixed institutional frame (which is what we

generally observe), this model is observationally equivalent both to the standard model, and

to our model of time-inconsistency operating within the concurrent frame (χ(f)+γ−p simply
replaces either γ−p or γ−p

ρ
). To demonstrate that inattentiveness plays an important role in

creating default effects, one would need to provide additional direct evidence that (i) workers
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sometimes follow 401(k) defaults due to inattentiveness, and (ii) changes in the institutional

environment that enhance attentiveness also increase the frequency with which workers opt

out of the default. As we have mentioned, the existing evidence concerning these points is

both limited and mixed.

3.4.2 Welfare criterion

Arguably, the welfare-relevant choice domain should be limited to decisions that people make

intentionally. An outcome that results from the neglect of a decision is not one that a social

planner should seek to emulate. According this argument, the welfare-relevant domain

should be limited to choices made in a frame f with χ(f) = 0. If no such frame exists

in practice, one could in principle impute the associated choices by observing the decisions

people make when they are attentive. For example, equipped with estimates of the model

outlined in the previous subsection, one could impute fully attentive choices. That said,

it is difficult to see how one could untangle the separate contributions of χ and γ without

observing attentiveness directly.

It is also important to emphasize that a compelling justification for this domain restriction

would require more than a showing that choices respond to interventions that are intended

to manipulate attentiveness. Such interventions may also influence choices through other

framing mechanisms, for example by browbeating or embarassing the decision maker. What

is required is an explicit and credible acknowledgment or other demonstration that the

workers who stick with the default are in some cases simply neglecting their decisions. If,

for example, workers who fail to opt out of the default consistently report that they have not

yet given any thought to the choice or that they simply forgot to take an intended action,

one can make the case for excluding these “choices” from the welfare-relevant domain.

In what follows, we evaluate welfare exclusively from the perspective of a fully attentive

frame, which means we treat the welfare cost of opt-out as γ rather than χ(f) + γ (where

f is the prevailing frame). The alternative would be to remain agnostic about the proper

cognitive interpretation of χ, and to admit choices associated with a range of institutional
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frames, regardless of whether they are thought to encourage or discourage attentiveness. To

assess EVA and EVB, we would focus on the most and least attentive frames, respectively.

We note that an assessment of welfare from the perspective of the prevailing institutional

frame f would effectively treat χ(f) as a welfare cost, and would therefore coincide with the

analysis of Section 3.1.2.

3.4.3 Welfare analytics

From the perspective of the fully attentive frame, the ideal policy would render 401(k) options

sufficiently salient to guarantee attentiveness. Our welfare analysis presupposes that such

measures are either not completely effective, or are so invasive and annoying that they entail

significant psychological costs.

Returning to our model, notice that we can rewrite (6), the inequality governing choice,

as

∆(θ, d) ≥ γ − p
ρA

where

ρA =

µ
1 +

χ(f)

γ − p
¶−1

As we have already noted, inattentive decisions in the prevailing institutional frame are

observationally equivalent to time-inconsistent decisions in the concurrent frame; with this

new notation, ρA simply replaces ρ. Now notice in addition that χ(f) = 0 implies ρA = 1.

Thus, evaluating welfare with inattentiveness from the perspective of the fully attentive

frame is mathematically equivalent to evaluating welfare with time inconsistency from the

perspective of the forward-looking frame (where we employ ρ = 1). Consequently, the

analysis of Section 3.3.3 applies here without modification (save for the replacement of ρ

with ρA).

Despite this equivalence, the two theories of default effects have different positive impli-

cations in other psychological frames, and hence are in principle empirically distinguishable

(though not based on evidence collected to date). In addition, they may have very different
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implications for the likely values of the parameters ρ and ρA. For example, many studies

of time inconsistency place our ρ parameter in the neighborhood of 0.8. It is conceivable

that inattentiveness could rationalize much smaller values of ρA. We will return to this

distinction shortly.

4 Empirical calibration

The next step in our analysis is to explore the welfare implications of default effects in

plausibly calibrated empirical models. This section undertakes the calibration exercise. We

estimate two parameterized versions of our model using data on distributions of employee

contributions under distinct default regimes, and in some cases complete the calibration by

making assumptions (based on other evidence or inference) concerning parameters that are

not econometrically identified.

4.1 Parameterization

4.1.1 The basic model

We calibrate the basic model of Section 3.1.1 using the following functional form for the

indirect utility function:

V (x, z,α,β) = β ln(x+ α) + ln(z). (10)

Thus, the vector θ consists of the pair (α, β).

The specification suggests the interpretation that α measures non-401(k) pension accu-

mulation (such as social security), but that interpretation is secondary to the parameter’s

substantive role. With α = 0, V is a Cobb-Douglas function in x and z, expenditure shares

are fixed, the employee’s contribution rate, r, is unresponsive to a temporary change in the

uncapped employer match, and the marginal utility of 401(k) contributions is zero for workers

who prefer to contribute nothing. The last of these implications is particularly implausible.

In contrast, with α > 0, a temporary increase in an uncapped employer match rate increases
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the optimal employee contribution rate, and the marginal utility of contributions can be

positive even when the worker’s ideal is to contribute nothing.21

Because α governs the sensitivity of the employee contribution rate to the concurrent

employer matching rate (as well as to tax rates), it can be identified from any data that

sheds light on the associated elasticity. In our data, there is no variation in match rates.

However, in the spirit of Saez (2009), it is possible to identify the relevant elasticity from

the degree of bunching at kink points in the opportunity set, which occur at the maximum

matchable contribution rates. In particular, larger values of α imply larger elasticities, and

hence more pronounced bunching.

The functional specification for V has one additional attractive property: the marginal

rate of substitution between z and e is independent of β. Thus, the monetary value of the

effort required to opt out of the default (by assumption) does not vary with the size of the

worker’s desired 401(k) contributions.

As mentioned above, the function τ(x) is intended to capture both the deductibility of

contributions and employer matching provisions. Thus we will assume that

z = 1− tx

1 +m

for x ≤ x, and
z = Z − tx

for x ≥ x, where
Z = 1 + tx

µ
1− 1

1 +m

¶
,

x is the total contribution rate when the worker reaches the cap on matchable contributions,22

t is the tax adjustment parameter, and m is the matching rate. One can interpret Z − 1 as
the “virtual income” implicit in the kinked budget constraint when x ≥ x. Throughout, we
21We could also allow for responsiveness of the employee contribution rate to changes in an uncapped

employer match rate by relaxing the restriction that the elasticity of substitution between x and z is unity.
However, the data are insufficiently rich to permit us to identify both the elasticity of substitution and α.
22So, for example, if the employer provides a 50% match on employee contributions up to 6% of income,

then x = 0.09.
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assume that t = 0.8, in recognition of the fact that, during the relevant time period, most

workers fell into the 15% or 25% marginal tax brackets.

We next turn to distributional assumptions. We treat α as a fixed parameter, common

to all workers. We assume that β = max{b, 0} where the CDF for the random variable b,

denoted F , is normal; we use μ and σ2 to denote, respectively, the mean and variance of that

distribution. We assume the CDF for γ, denoted Φ, is a mixture between an exponential

distribution and a probability atom at zero:

Φ(γ) =

⎧⎨⎩ λ1 + (1− λ1)(1− e−λ2γ) for γ ≥ 0

0 for γ < 0

Thus, the parameter λ1 represents the fraction of workers who act as if the costs of opt-out

are negligible. We take the distributions of β and λ to be independent.

We allow μ to differ across firms in recognition of the possibility that some groups of

employees are more motivated savers than others. Thus, we write the value of this parameter

for firm i as μi. We use ψ to denote the values of the other underlying parameters α, σ, λ1,

and λ2, which we take to be the same across all firms.

4.1.2 Adding anchoring

In the version of the model that allows for anchoring, we assume that anchoring effects draw

the distribution of preferences toward the anchor from both directions, thereby potentially

producing a spike in the distribution of choices at the anchor. Formally, for any given value

of α and default d, let β∗ denote the value of β for which x∗(α, β) = d.23 The worker is

assumed to act as if his utility weight is

β =

⎧⎨⎩ max{0,min{b+ ζ,β∗}} if b ≤ β∗

max{b− ζ, β∗} if b ≥ β∗

where ζ ≥ 0 is the unknown anchoring parameter. In other words, the anchor shifts the

individual’s as-if utility weight by the amount ζ toward the weight that rationalizes the
23In the case of d = 0 it is the largest such value. In the case where d coincides with the match rate, it is

the nearest such value to the worker’s b parameter.
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choice of the default, but not beyond that choice. With this specification, the default is the

ideal point for all individuals with b ∈ {β∗ − ζ,β∗ + ζ}, and this property produces a spike
in the distribution of choices at the default.

Both anchoring effects and switching costs can produce bunching of choices at the default

option. However, the data allow us to estimate ζ and the parameters of the switching

cost distribution separately. The reason is that switching costs tend to sweep out density

near the default, creating a trough in the distribution of choices, whereas the anchoring

effect (as we have formulated it) tends to shift each half of the distribution of b toward the

default, thereby creating a spike without a neighboring trough. Thus, given the maintained

hypothesis that anchoring effects take the assumed form, the data can speak directly to the

relative importance of the two explanations.

4.1.3 Adding time inconsistency and inattentiveness

As we have emphasized, the standard model with switching costs, the model of time-

inconsistent decisions in the concurrent frame, and the model of inattentiveness in the

prevailing institutional frame are observationally equivalent. As a result, we are unable

to distinguish between them based on available data. Instead, we estimate the basic model,

and then separately calibrate the time-inconsistency and inattentiveness parameters as fol-

lows. Interpreted through the lens of the model with time-inconsistency, estimates of the

basic model imply a distribution of γ
ρ
. We infer the distribution of γ under the identifying

assumption that ρ = 0.8 (which is roughly in line with the pertinent literature). Similarly,

interpreted through the lens of the model with inattentiveness, estimates of the basic model

imply a distribution of γ
ρA
. Lacking any independent evidence concerning the magnitude of

ρA, we fix it at a value that implies what we take to be a reasonable mean for the distribution

of γ.
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4.2 Calibration method

We fit the model to distributions of employee contribution rates for a sample of firms that

changed their default contribution rates (so that we have different distributions for the same

firm pertaining to different default rates), without altering other important features of their

401(k) plans, such as match rates. In taking the model to the data, it is important to

recognize that, for institutional reasons, employees choose from a discrete set of options. In

particular, their contribution percentages must be integers. An employee at firm i picks r

∈ Ri ≡ {0, 0.01, 0.02, ..., rmax}, and the employer matches contributions at the rate mi up

to ri, so xi = (1 + mi)ri, and x = r + mimin{r, ri}. Thus, Xi = {xi1, xi2, ..., xiK} where
xik = 0.01

£
(k − 1) +mimin{k − 1, 100ri}¤, and K = 100(rmax + 1).24

Next we describe how the model’s parameters map into choices over the discrete set

X i. For the moment, ignore the cost of opt-out. For any fixed α and firm i, we

can partition the range of β into intervals, Bi1(α) = [0,βi1(α)], B
i
2(α) = [βi1(α), β

i
2(α)],...,

BiK(α) = [β
i
K−1(α),∞], such that, among these discrete choices, an individual with utility

weight β will choose xik ∈ Xi iff β ∈ Bik(α). Specifically, for k = 1, ..., K − 1, βik(α) is
the utility weight that renders an individual with θ = (α, βik(α)) indifferent between x

i
k and

xik+1:

βik(α) =
ln(xik+1 + α)− ln(xik + α)

ln(1− τ i (xik))− ln(1− τ i
¡
xik+1

¢
)

Now we consider opt-out costs. A worker with β ∈ Bik at firm i opts out of the default iff

γ ≤ β
£
ln(xik + α)− ln(d+ α)

¤
+
£
ln(1− τ i

¡
xik
¢
)− ln(1− τ i (d))

¤

≡ Γik(α,β, d)

From the foregoing, the probability that a randomly selected worker at firm i chooses
24So, for example, if rmax = 0.15, ri = 0.06, and mi = 0.5, then xi = 0.09 and Xi =

{0, 0.015, ..., 0.075, 0.09, 0.1, ..., 0.14, 0.15}.
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xik 6= d when the default rate is d is given by

Pr i(x
i
k | ψ,μi, d) = Pr

¡
β ∈ Bik(α) and γ ≤ Γik(α, β, d) | ψ,μi

¢
,

which we can rewrite as

Pr i(x
i
k | ψ,μi, d) =

Z
Bik(α)

Φ
¡
Γik(α,max{0, b}, d)

¢
dF (b)db (11)

For the case of xik = d, we calculate the analogous probability as a residual:

Pr i(d | ψ,μi, d) = 1−
X

k s.t. xk 6=d

Z
Bik(α)

Φ
¡
Γik(α,max{0, b}, d)

¢
dF (b)db

Our data take the following form. There are i firms, i = 1, ..., I. Firm i has Si default

regimes, with default dsi in regime s. For each firm and default regime s, we have counts,

Ns
ik, of the number of individuals choosing rk at firm i in regime k. We do not have (nor

do we need) information on workers’ characteristics, such as age, ethnicity, or gender; any

influence of these factors on tastes for saving simply contribute to the distribution of β.25

We compute the total log-likelihood of the sample as follows:

IX
i=1

SiX
s=1

KX
k=1

Ns
ik log [Pr i(xk | α,λi, dsi )] .

To estimate the parameters, we maximize the log-likelihood function.

For the anchoring model, we simply replace (11) with

Pr i(x
i
k | ψ,μi, d) =

Z βik(α)−ζ

βik−1(α)−ζ
Φ
¡
Γik(α,max{0, b+ ζ}, d)¢ dF (b)db

when xik < d, and

Pr i(x
i
k | ψ,μi, d) =

Z βik(α)+ζ

βik−1(α)+ζ
Φ
¡
Γik(α,max{0, b− ζ}, d)¢ dF (b)db

when xik > d.
25Data on worker characteristics would allow us to compute the welfare effects of defaults for separate

subgroups, but it would not alter aggregate welfare effects or the determination of the default rate that
maximizes total economic surplus.
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4.3 Data

Our data consist of distributions of 401k contribution rates for employees of three different

companies under various default regimes. These data were previously studied by Beshears

et al. (2008), and Choi et al. (2006), and Madrian and Shea (2001).26 The three companies

differ not only by default rates (which change over time), but also according to match rates

and contribution limits. For each company and default regime, the data indicate the fraction

of recently eligible employees who elected each allowable contribution rate.27

The three firms included in our analysis compose a subset of those examined in a series

of papers by various combinations of the authors listed above. We focused on these three for

two reasons. First, all of them switched between regimes with strictly positive default rates.

We insisted on this feature because we were concerned that switching from a default of zero

to a positive rate (which requires a change to automatic enrollment) might be qualitatively

different than switching the default between two positive rates. In practice, our model

performed equally well in fitting distributions for zero and strictly positive default rates.28

Second, with few exceptions, features of the 401(k) plans other than default rates remained

stable across default regimes for all three firms.

The various papers cited above provide details concerning each of the three firms and

their retirement plans. To conserve space, we summarize the salient details in Table 2.
26Brigitte Madrian generously provided useful information, such as sample sizes and distributions of choices

across finer bins, not appearing in the original published papers. Sample sizes were withheld to protect the
confidentiality of the participating firms, and we are obliged to follow that same practice here.
27According to the previously cited papers, the data for all three companies cover employees with similar

tenure. From the information they provided, it appears that included employees were generally eligible for
several months to more than a year.
28Company 3 also operated under a regime with a 0% default rate, but we discarded that data for the

following reason. When the company implemented automatic enrollment with a 3% default rate, it applied
that policy retroactively to employees hired at earlier dates, thereby contaminating (for our purposes) the
choices they made under the 0% default regime.
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4.4 Estimates

Estimates of the two models appear in Table 2. All parameters of the basic model are

estimated with considerable precision. The value of α is positive as expected, given that the

model must reproduce spikes in the distributions of contributions at the maximum match-

able contribution rates. The mean utility weight for each company is in line with average

contributions (accounting for α and the match rates), and the associated standard devia-

tion reflects a considerable degree of heterogeneity among each company’s employees. An

estimated 40% of employees act as if opt-out costs are negligible.

All of the foregoing appears eminently reasonable. Consider, however, the estimate of λ2,

the opt-out cost distribution parameter. The mean of γ (among the 60% of employees with

positive opt-out costs) is the inverse of λ2, or 0.0847, and the median of γ is
ln(2)
λ2

= 0.0587.

The monetary equivalent of a utility penalty γ, evaluated (for simplicity) in a setting without

401(k) eligibility, is given by v(γ), the solution to

V (0, 1− v(γ), θ) = V (0, 1, θ)− 0.0847

For specification (10), v(0.0847) = 0.0812 and v(0.0587) = 0.0567. Recall that these figures

must be interpreted as fractions of current income. If, as an approximation, we construe the

data as representing decisions taken over the first year of eligibility and apply these estimates

to an employee earning $50,000 per year, we conclude that the monetary equivalent of γ is

more than $4,000 at the mean of the distribution, and more than $2,800 at the median.

Even allowing for the imprecision of this approximation and the fact that an estimated 40%

of employees have negligible opt-out costs, these figures are implausibly high. We seriously

doubt whether any employee would be unwilling to accept a payment of several thousand

dollars in exhange for making an active 401(k) election. Thus, the estimates naturally

call for a behavioral explanation. Notice, however, that the puzzle is not resolved by the

assumption of time inconsistency. Reducing the implied opt-out costs by 20%, or even 50%,

to account for present bias certainly moves the mean and median in the right direction, but

not nearly far enough. Only a degree of present bias considerably more severe than that
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documented in the literature would shift the distribution of γ into a plausible range. Given

the paucity of evidence on attention, it is more difficult to evaluate the plausibility of the

assumption that some workers are simply inattentive to opportunities potentially valued at

a few thousand dollars.

The preceding puzzle is intuitive. For those who would save for retirement even without

a 401(k), the equivalent variation associated with 401(k) eligibility is necessarily very large

due to matching provisions and tax deductibility. If many of those individuals can be

induced to contribute 0% rather than 3% by switching the default option from 3% to 0%,

then the implied costs of switching must be very high indeed.

With this potential puzzle in mind, consider next the model that allows for anchoring

effects. The estimates of α, μ1, μ2, μ3, and σ change relatively little and remain plausibile.

The estimate of ζ reflects a large and statistically significant anchoring effect. To gauge its

magnitude, note that ζ represents a shift in the utility weight equal to nearly two-thirds of the

weight’s standard deviation (σ). In addition, the estimates of the opt-out cost distribution

change dramatically. On the one hand, only an estimated 10.9% of workers act as-if opt-out

cost are negligible, far fewer than with the standard model. On the other hand, the estimate

of λ2 increases by almost two orders of magnitude. As a result, the implied value of v(γ) is

0.00134 at the mean, and 0.00093 at the median — on the order of one-tenth of a percent of

earnings in both cases. For an employee earning $50,000 per year, the monetary equivalent

of γ is therefore $67 at the mean, and $46 at the median. These magnitudes strike us as

much more reasonable estimates of the amounts a typical worker would be willing to accept

in exchange for contacting the pertinent office and filling out a few forms.

The implication of this analysis is, therefore, that bunching at the default option is

almost entirely attributable to anchoring rather than to the opt-out costs, even allowing

for the possibility that the effects of those costs may be inflated by time inconsistency

or inattentiveness. That conclusion strikes as particularly reasonable in light of other

considerations, discussed above, that argue against those alternative explanations.
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Figure 4 illustrates, for the basic model, the fitted and actual distributions of employee

contribution rates under each default regime for each of the three companies. The model

generally fits the distributions rather well, picking out the spikes in the distributions at 0%,

the default option, the maximum matchable contribution rate, and the overall cap (though

predictably missing a few smaller spikes at 10%). For the anchoring model, the fit (not

shown) is slightly better.

5 Welfare implications

5.1 Implications with opt-out costs

In this section, we investigate the welfare implications of the opt-out costs implied by the

estimates of our basic model. This task requires us either to suspend our disbelief concern-

ing magnitudes, or to suspect some cognitive explanation (e.g., inattentiveness or present

bias) while nevertheless admitting the prevailing institutional frame as welfare-relevant, and

evaluating welfare within that frame.

We use the estimated model to simulate the distribution of workers’ choices at each

company for various default rates, in each instance computing the outcome variables of

interest. Figure 5 graphs average equivalent variation, as well as two variables reflecting

opt-out frequencies: “overall opt-out frequency” measures total opt outs by all workers,

while “zero-cost opt-out frequency” measures opt outs by workers with zero opt-out costs, in

both cases as a fraction of the total number of workers. Thus, the difference between these

two variables measures opt outs by workers with positive opt-out costs, similarly scaled.

Distinguishing between these two components of the overall opt-out frequency is useful for

the reasons discussed in Section 2.2 in connection with Observation 2.

The most striking feature of Figure 5 is that average equivalent variation is maximized,

and the opt-out frequencies minimized, for a default rate of 6% at all three companies. Thus,

the Sunstein-Thaler rule-of-thumb performs quite well in this instance. The explanation

for this finding is simple: all three companies matched employee contributions up to 6% of
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earnings at generous rates. Because 6% is a concave kink-point in the workers’ opportunity

sets, all the distributions of ideal contribution rates, x∗(ω), spike dramatically at 6%, which

is why a default of 6% minimizes the opt-out frequency. Accordingly, for each company, the

spike at 6% produces a concave kink in the EV curve, which is discernable in each panel of

Figure 5. That effect is so pronounced for all three companies that it swamps any factors

that might cause the EV-maximizing default to diverge from the opt-out-minimizing default.

Indeed, with a match, the EV-maximizing default rate remains 6% for all three companies

even when we vary the opt-out cost distribution parameter over a very wide range.

With a default of 0%, the average EV associated with eligibility for the 401(k) in the

current year is 7.07% of earnings among the employees of company 1, 1.97% of earnings for

employees in company 2, and 2.75% of earnings for employees in company 3. The figure

is considerably higher for company 1 for two reasons: first, the mean of the distribution

of β is substantially larger; second, company 1 matches employee contributions dollar-for-

dollar instead of 50 cents on the dollar. To gauge the plausibility of these magnitudes,

we note that the average simulated employee and employer contributions are, respecitively,

6.90% and 4.35% for company 1, 3.45% and 1.22% for company 2, and 4.60% and 1.46%

for company 3. Thus, in each case, the average EV is approximately equal to the employer

contribution (i.e., the “free money”) plus 20% to 40% of the employee contribution, which

strikes us as plausible, particularly given the size of opt-out costs.

With a default rate of 6%, the average EV rises to 9.86% for company 1 (an increase of

2.89 percentage points), 2.71% for company 2 (an increase of 0.74 percentage points), and

3.93% for company 3 (an increase of 1.18 percentage point). Thus, in each case, the estimates

imply that 27% to 30% of the potential economic surplus associated with the 401(k) plan

is lost when the default rate is inefficiently set to zero. Those magnitudes strikes us as

extremely large, but are not surprising in light of the size of the opt-out costs required to

rationalize the observed default effects.

To the extent policy makers are concerned that the typical household saves too little,
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one could argue for setting the default rate to maximize average contributions. For all three

firms, employee contributions are maximized when the default is set at the highest allowable

contribution, in which case the simulated average employee contribution rates are 11.2%

for company 1, 8.3% for company 2, and 10.1% for company 3 (which has a cap of 18%,

compared to 15% for companies 1 and 2). Of course, those results involve extrapolation

well outside the range of the observed data. Notably, there is no theoretical reason to

suspect that average employee contribution rate should be monotonically increasing in the

default rate. An increase in the default rate increases the contributions of those who opt

out both before and after the change, but decreases the contributions of others by inducing

some who desire lower contributions to opt out, and by discouraging some who desire higher

contributions from opting out. Indeed, for company 1, the contribution rate falls from 6.90%

to 6.71% as the default rate rises from 0 to 2%, but then rises for higher default rates. As

a general matter, the positive effect tends to be larger relative to the negative effects when

opt-out costs are greater, in that more workers are then dragged along with the default.

Because the optimal default calculations exhibited in Figure 5 are dominated by the

effects of the spike in the distribution of ideal contributions at 6% induced by the companies’

matching provisions, it is natural to wonder whether our conclusions would differ in the

absence of a match. As mentioned at the end of Section 2.1, any numerically calibrated

version of the model permits the derivation of comparative statics describing the response

of 401(k) contributions to temporary changes in the match rate. Thus, we can use our

model to simulate the effects of default rates with the employer match for the current period

removed.

We note, however, that our analysis may overstate the responsiveness of contributions to

the current match rate. Recall that the assumed functional form for V is differentiable. In

fact, because matching provisions tend to be persistent, V may be kinked at r = r. Intu-

itively, even if the employer does not match the worker’s contributions in the current period,

the anticipation of a match along with an associated kink in the subsequent opportunity set
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at r, combined with the persistence of the choice (due to switching costs), may induce a

kink in V at r. If that is case, then by assuming V is differentiable, we attribute all of the

bunching at r to the kink in the current period’s budget constraint, even though part of that

bunching is due to a kink in V . In defense of our assumption, we note that if the costs of

switching arise from a new employee’s lack of familiarity with the operation of his employer’s

benefits program, they may decline rapidly with tenure, in which case any induced kink in

V is presumably minor.29

Figure 6 graphs average equivalent variation as well as two opt-out frequencies based

on simulated distributions of workers’ choices at each company for various default rates

without the match. Notice that the magnitudes of the equivalent variations fall dramatically,

reflecting the large benefit employees receive from matching funds. The surplus-maximizing

default now differs considerably across the companies, reflecting the differences in saving

propensities of the employee populations: it is 13% for company 1 (with average EV equal

to 4.60% of earnings), 2% for company 2 (with average EV equal to 1.80% of earnings),

and 6% for company 3 (with average EV equal to 1.86% of earnings). The efficiency losses

associated with setting a default of zero are now substantially smaller: 1.3% of earnings at

company 1, 0.03% at company 2, and 0.26% at company 3. Without a match, less is at

stake.

Significantly, without the spike in the distribution of contributions at the maximum

matchable contribution, opt-out minimization (the Sunstein-Thaler rule of thumb) leads to

the wrong default rate for all three companies: 15% for company 1, and 0% for companies 2

and 3. This pattern illustrates Observation 2.30 However, the welfare losses are small for

companies 1 and 2 (0.04% and 0.03% of earnings, respectively), and modest at company 3

(0.26%). At all three companies, maximizing the employee contribution rate (not shown) is

once again achieved by setting the default equal to the overall contribution cap.
29For example, once an employee has learned how to change his contribution rate, subsequent changes

may be nearly costless.
30In explaining Observation 2, we focused on the minimum contribution, but the same mechanism can

lead to opt-out minimization at the maximum contribution. That is precisely what occurs for company 3.
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In light of the preceding results, it is natural to wonder whether setting the default rate

equal to the maximum matchable contribution generally works well as a rule of thumb for

companies that offer matching contributions. Our findings are mixed. If company 1 matched

only 1% of contributions, the EV-maximizing default rate would be 12%. The latter rate

declines smoothly with the match cap, to 9% with a 3% cap, and 7% with a 5% cap, before

coinciding with the match cap at 6%. For higher match caps, the EV-maximizing default

rate moves in lock-step with the match cap. At company 2, the EV-maximizing default rate

diverges from the match cap when the latter is high; at company 3, the two coincide only

for intermediate values of the match cap, between 4% and 10%.

5.2 Implications with anchoring

Next we investigate the welfare implications of default effects implied by the estimates of the

model with anchoring, which we have argued is the most plausbile explanation for default

effects. We use the estimated model to simulate the distribution of workers’ choices at

each company for various default rates, in each instance computing the outcome variables

of interest. Figure 7 graphs average EVA, EVB, EV assessed from the perspective of an

arguably neutral frame, and the overall opt-out frequency.

Any neutral frame must be selected and justified with some care. A natural candidate is

an institutional setting within which an active 401(k) election is a precondition of employ-

ment (so that the default is not to work for the company, rather than to work and contribute

at a particular rate). However, as discussed in Section 3.2.2, one would need to show that

the presence of an anchor effectively distracts the worker from information which he himself

characterizes as pertinent (regardless of frame), and that no such distraction occurs in the

neutral frame. Because the available data are limited, we extrapolate choices to any frame

satisfying that precondition by setting ζ, the anchoring parameter, equal to 0. The validity

of that extrapolation is open to question. Certainly, we attach no normative significance to

the parameter ζ merely by virtue of placing an interpretation on its role in the as-if utility

function.
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Looking at Figure 7, one is immediately struck by the monotonicity of EVA and EVB.

Because our estimates imply low opt-out costs, Observation 5 applies as an approximation.

Thus, EVA is maximized at the highest allowable contribution rate, and EVB is maximized

at zero. Comparing these curves to the overall opt-out rate, we see that the peaks are

unrelated to opt-out minimization or match caps.

Another striking feature of Figure 7 is the size of the gap between EVA and EVB. This

property is a direct reflection of the large anchoring effects, which create a wide region of

ambiguity. Because of the monotonicity noted in the previous paragraph, the ambiguity is

minimized at a default rate of zero. However, even in that case, the gap is large: 20.6%

vs. 8.5% of earnings for company 1, 7.7% vs. 2.5% for company 2, and 9.7% vs. 3.4% for

company 3.

There is a sense in which maximizing EVB seems attractive from the perspective of “play-

ing it safe”: by setting a default of 0%, one can claim, for example, that the average benefit

employees receive from 401(k) eligibility is unambiguously no less than 8.5% of earnings,

whereas for any higher default one can make similar claims only for smaller benefits. Bear

in mind, however, this property reflects our choice of the initial regime used to evaluate EV.

If the initial regime required a 401(k) contribution equal to the overall maximum, the safest

choice (in the same sense of maximizing the EVB associated with a reform) for a plan that

allows employees to elect lower contribution rates would then be to set the default equal to

the contribution cap.

The large differences between EVA and EVB serve to underscore that fact that in this

particular setting, our ability to make precise statements concerning welfare is limited un-

less we identify, justify, and embrace a domain restriction. Accordingly, we turn next to

evaluations from the perspective of the neutral frame. A third striking feature of Figure

7 is the absence of any significant upward or downward movement in the curves represent

EV in the putative neutral frame (henceforth EV-N). To the eye, they are virtually flat

lines. Regardless of the default rate, EV-N is approximately 14.5% of earnings for company
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1, 5% for company 2, and 6.5% for company 3. Technically, EV-N is maximized at 9% for

company 1, and at the match cap (6%) for companies 2 and 3, but the welfare loss from

inefficiently setting a default of zero is only 0.35% of income for company 1, and 0.15% for

companies 2 and 3. Thus, while defaults have profound effects on behavior, in the neutral

frame their welfare effects are quite modest, and one default is nearly as good as another.

This finding is particularly notable because we have not factored in costs to the employer

(due to the match) and the government (through lost revenue). Those costs rise with the

default rate along with contributions. Thus, from the perspective of the neutral frame, a

default of zero saves on costs while achieving nearly all of the employee benefits.

As in the preceding section, we present a second set of simulations with the companies’

matching provisions removed. Results appear in Figure 8. We observe similar patterns for

EVA and EVB, although both measures of surplus are obviously much lower than without

the match. For sufficiently high default rates (starting at 7% for company 2 and 11% for

company 3), average EVA is actually negative — from the perspective of this frame, high

defaults induce workers to make large 401(k) contributions against their interests. The

default rate continues to make relatively little difference in the neutral frame, as the EV-N

curves are once again nearly flat. Though the stakes are small, EV-N is maximized and the

contribution limit for company 1, 0% for company 2, and 8% for company 3.

5.3 Implications with time-inconsistency and inattentiveness

Finally, we investigate the welfare implications of the default implied by the versions of our

basic model calibrated to reflect time-inconsistency (or, equivalently, inattentiveness). The

simulated distribution of workers’ choices at each company for various each default rate is

the same as in Section 5.1, but for the purpose of welfare any incurred opt-out costs are

discounted by the factor ρ (or ρA).

For each company, Figure 9 graphs average equivalent variation assessed for three values

of ρ: 1.0, 0.8, and 0.015. Naturally, the ρ = 1.0 curves coincide with the ones in Figure

5. The case of ρ = 0.8 is intended as a reasonable calibration of time-inconsistency. The
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third value, ρ = 0.015, is chosen to generate a distribution for opt-out costs that strikes us

as reasonable. Specifically, for a worker earning $50,000 per year, the monetary value of the

opt-out cost is $63 at the mean of the distribution and $44 at the median.

The most striking feature of Figure 9 is that vary the value of ρ over an extremely wide

range has no impact on the EV-maximizing default rate (which is 6% in all cases), and only

a small effect on the level of EV for any given default. The reason is simple: for the range of

default rates considered, the population of opt-outs is dominated by workers whose opt-out

costs are zero or relatively small. Therefore, ignoring some fraction of those costs — even a

very large fraction — does not make much of difference.

What then of the finding in Carroll et. al. that an extreme default is optimal when ρ

is sufficiently low? The result still holds for ρ = 0.015, but is not visible because the effect

becomes important well outside the range of defults depicted in the figure. For example,

simulations show that a default rate of 80% outperforms the local optimum of 6% for all

three companies, because it induces virtually all workers to opt out (and the resulting costs

are trivial when they are discounted to reflect the assumption that ρ = 0.015). For the

reasons discussed in Section 3.3.3, we do not take that policy prescription seriously. If an

employer wishes to incentive active decision making, there are better ways to proceed.

As in the last two subsections, we present a second set of simulations with the companies’

matching provisions removed. Results appear in Figure 10. The ρ = 1.0 curves obviously

coincide with the ones in Figure 6. Here, the degree of time-inconsistency or inattentiveness

matters a bit more than in Figure 9, but not dramatically. As ρ falls from 1.0 to 0.015, the

EV-maximizing default rate shifts from 13% to 14% for company 1, falls from 2% to 0% for

company 2, and remains unchanged at 6% for company 2. The associated differences in EV

are modest.

Surprisingly, we therefore find that the degree to which time inconsistency or inattention

accounts for default effects in not terribly consequential, either for the optimal default rate

or for the magnitude of the economic benefits workers derive from participation in these
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401(k) plans.

6 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have attempted to make two distinct types of contributions. From a

substantive perspective, we have offered new conceptual observations and quantitative results

concerning a policy issue of considerable practical importance. From a methodological

perspective, we have demonstrated the practicality of the framework for behavioral welfare

economics developed in Bernheim and Rangel (2009).

Naturally, the paper leaves many important questions unanswered. More research is

required to differntiate between the causes of default effects, and to justify the restrictions

on the welfare-relevant domain that are in some cases required to obtain usefully discerning

conclusions. There may also be other explanations for default effects that we have not yet

explored. For example, the opt-out costs captured by our models are properly interpreted as

the costs of implementing a decision, rather than the costs of reaching the decision. Costly

decision making is notoriously difficult to model, as one is quickly drawn into an infinite

regress: determining whether a problem is worth solving requires the individual to solve

a more difficult problem; whether that problem is worth solving requires him to solve yet

another problem; and so forth. We leave such matters to future studies.
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Figure 1: The net welfare gain from a strictly positive default contribution rate



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2: The net welfare gain from default contribution rate of 0%



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3: The net welfare gain from a positive default with anchoring effects



 
 

 

 

 
 
Figure 4: Fitted versus actual distributions 
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Figure 5: Aggregate equivalent variation and opt-out frequencies, with an employer 
match 
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Figure 6: Aggregate equivalent variation and opt-out frequencies, without an employer 
match 
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Figure 7: Aggregate equivalent variation and opt-out frequency, with anchoring and an 
employer match 
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Figure 8: Aggregate equivalent variation and opt-out frequency, with anchoring and no 
employer match 
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Figure 9: Aggregate equivalent variation with time inconsistency and an employer match 
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Figure 10: Aggregate equivalent variation with time inconsistency and no employer 
match 


